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The Bridge Players
My own experience with the game of bridge goes

back to the 1930's, when all of my family played.

We

were ordinary players, not going for money or
masterpointsi in a family of six people we could get
four together for a game almost any old time.

My father prepared me for having to deal with some
measure of acerbity and eccentricity at the table. He
didn't like to lose. A partner who held bad cards was
being willfully uncooperative. He once told my
grandmother, (his mother-in - law) that if he held her
cards, he'd give up the game.
During the war, (that'S World War II, you younger
ones) , we played lots of bridge. On the S.S.
Montevideo (or perhaps S.S. Monterey, I can't remember
perfectly), we traveled south down the Pacific, around
the southern side of Australia and then up the Indian
Ocean to Bombay. The trip took forty-some days. A
bunch of non-players watched and then began to play.
Milt Banov from Pittsburgh, was an excellenc player.
Early in the play of a hand, he could tell almost
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perfectly where all the outstanding cards were. After
the boat ride and a few months at Sylhet, a backwater,
one-mule village in what is now Bangladesh, some of the
new players were developing their own novel bidding
systems.
When the glider invasion of Burma was to take
place, a couple dozen of us mechanics were sent over to
help out.
Fortunately our lieutenant was unable to
find anyone who had asked for our help or anyone who
could think of what we could do to help. We were
assigned to a couple of spare tents and to a mess hall.
For two weeks we played bridge all day, went to the
base movie and came back to the tents (with no
electricity) and to sleep. The actual day of the
glider lift - off we went over to the airstrip; I sat on
a fifty-five gallon oil drum and watched as the Ghurka
soldiers loaded into the gliders and were towed off
east to begin pushing the Japanese out of Burma. A
couple days later we went back to our own base at
Sylhet.
Bridge in college was casual, usually a few hands
between lunch and afternoon classes. One day I was
kibitzing a game when I noticed that one of the
players, at his deal, had secreted the four aces.
After he took his first few tricks he calmly put four
losing cards down with the pile of tricks.
Since no
money was involved, I waited till later to tell him I'd
seen his card switch. His reply was a silent one. He
simply put a finger to his lips, then winked and
laughed.
As the years went on after the war and college, I
continued to enjoy bridge but a real treat was in store
for me.
Several years ago I joined the little group of
bridge players at the University Club.
This game has
been going on for thirty or forty years at noon time.
When I first pI dyed most of the men had an hour or co
for lunch. We were in a corner of the main dining
room.
The game format, then, and now, was to play for
a rubber or a half-hour which ever came first.
The
cards were then cut so that anyone waiting could join
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the game. The stakes have always been a tenth of a
cent a point.
It is easier today to win or lose a few
dollars because the game begins at about e~even a.m ..
and goes on, some days, til three p.m. Th7s ~h~nge In
the duration has been brought about by a slgnlflc~nt
increase in the average age of the players. And In
turn this has led to a mid-day circus of
ecce~tricities.
No one fails to contribute to the
innocent merriment.
Since many of you know some of the players, we
shall omit names to protect me from frivolous law
suits.
The cast of characters includes two or three who
play quite decently, are emotionally restrained and
otherwise apparently quite sane. This is out of about
a dozen or so regulars and occasionals all included.
It is unkind to poke fun at old fellows with
hearing aids that malfunction - if they haven't been
left at home. However, when this is combined with loss
of feeling in the fingers, inability to tell which suit
is played and an ego which accepts no rebuke, you have
an example of the charm of our daily game. Unhappily,
this bird never comes on Wednesdays because he's a
member of another bridge foursome that meets that day.
There is, in our group, no particular (positive or
negative) correlation between skill of play and oddity
of character. One particular competent player was
weaned from baby's milk to dreadful cliches as a child,
I'm sure. Whenever a card inadvertently falls on the
table back side up, he says, "Mystery card," as i f it
were a brand new thought. Of course his whole
existence is a cliche, with golf, bridge, grocery
shopping and interminable genealogical reviews
seemingly making up his entire existence. This
particular player never falls to consider the
alternative ways to playa hand.
If his partner, in
gentle post-mortem, points out that he could have made
the contract by doing so-and - so, he quickly replies
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that he considered that option carefully but didn't
select it for some very good reason.
Post mort ems in general are best avoided. ~heth7r
the bird who misplayed the hand f~ghts back or gl~es ln
abjectly there is seldom any partlcular pleasure ln the
critique.
That's no doubt why we all do it at every
opportunity.
The hobby I mentioned earlier, the review of who
is so-and-so's daughter-in -l aw or whether x and yare
first or second cousins, engages more than one of the
players and when two such experts are in the side lines
waiting to play, the historical review seem
interminable.
They are a particular delight when the
subjects of discussion are people you've never heard
of.
The side line conversations lead one to consider
the question of volume. Now I shout when I'm angry, or
sometimes to be heard over the T.V., but we have at
least three players who can carryon a chat with their
heads four feet apart (at most) in a volume that could
be heard in Lytle Park if the windows are open.
Perhaps there is a psychological reason for the
application of such enormous volume to ordinary
conversation, but I don't know what it might be.

r hesitate to say too much about the
eccentricities in the play of the game itself.
My wife
is not a bridge player so r have some experience with
how welcome bridge anecdotes are to the lay person.
And as a non-golfer I can testify to the thrill I get
from hearing a discussion of the dog-leg of the fifth
hole at Greenbrier, or somewhere.
But the bridge playing oddities in our group are
quite comprehensible, I claim, even to the non - players.
For instance, there is the player who will raise your
bid in spades with only two of them in this hand.
Or
the fellow who may let you play a contract for one
diamond when he has enough power in his hand to take it
to a game.
This last fellow is of course the same one
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who may give two strong supporting bids without enough
strength for any bid at all . Then there is the partner
who, having passed during two rounds of very
competitive bidding, then bids a big contract in a suit
no one - let alone his partner - has even mentioned.
There is
Stern, partly
ought to be a
bridge game.
me.

one player I will mention by name, Joe
because he has repeatedly told me there
Literary Club paper to be made out of our
You may therefore blame him as much as

But Joe is also one of the more delightful and
cheering eccentrics in our game.
He plays well, under
the handicap of being easily distracted by nearby
conversations. As a man of great curiosity and broad
interest he naturally finds himself tuning in on what
ever broadcast is to be heard.
, The problems of his stroke are very minor at the
brldge table.
The use of a holder for his cards helps
out and only occasionally does an important card get
hidden for too long.
In short, Joe, in bridge as in life, has fought
back a~d won.
U~fortunately, his very few odd quirks
keep hlm from belng useful grist for my mill.
Now you may wonder why I, a quiet, soft-s oken
careful,and reasonably competent player and a ~ice '
pe son,lndeed, would subject myself day after day to
thlS Clrcus. All I can say is that I enjoy it
For
the real scoop on me you'll have to ask other '1
some of whom are right here now.
payers,

7

Robert H. Allen
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Personal Experiences - Incident at Sturgis
The American Heritage magazine maintains a regular
corner of first-person accounts titled "My Brush With
History." Perhaps the incident at Sturgis could
qualify as my contribution.
Surely no issue of the 20th Century has challenged
Americans more personally, with less resolution, than
the unfinished business of race relations.
For the
entire span of this century, the raw sore of race has
festered, tearing at the national conscience, just as
it did in the previous hundred years.
None of us has
been exempt from up-close-and-personal experience with
the problem.
My own encounter with its malevolent nature came
in the late summer of 1956 in the little town of
Sturgis, Kentucky.
I was a young newspaper reporter,
getting ready to return to college after a summer at my
paper in nearby Indiana, covering the backwater
precincts across the river in western Kentucky.
Nothing much usually happened Ull Lhis beat but thic
summer was proving different.
The landmark Brown v.
Board of Education decision had been rendered two years
earlier and its impact was now seeping into the reality
of American school life.
That summer we caught wind of reports that a few
black families living in the segregated Boxtown section
of Sturgis had visited Carlos Oakley, the county school
superintendent, seeking improvements in the segregated
Dunbar High School they were forced to attend 11 miles
away in the county seat town of Morganfield.
They
pointed out that Dunbar didn't offer science labs,
foreign languages, band, typing or classes in home
economics and agriculture - all subjects that were
routinely offered at the local all - white high school in
Sturgis, a farming and coal-mining community of 2200.
The two schools were surely separate but hardly equal.
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When I first went to interview Oakley about the
issue, he took me to Dunbar and sought, without much
conviction, to show me how things weren't all that bad.
Beside, it really didn't matter because integration was
corning and in his view it would be a waste of
taxpayers' money for new facilities just for the blacks
when they wouldn't be using them much longer.
That was too much for even a gullible young
reporter to swallow, much less a group of parents who,
emboldened by the incipient civil rights movement,
didn't want a better fate for their children to slip
from their grasp.
So, when it came time to enroll for the fall term,
nine youngsters signed up for classes at Sturgis, not
Dunbar.
It didn't take long for the word to spread
around the hill country and for tensions to mount.
Two
other black youngsters were seeking admission at the
all-white high school in the nearby town of Clay.
The
two communities were filled with talk of a "communist"
plot by outside agitators to uproot their system of
education.
Again and again I heard townspeople from
all walks of life say with conviction that if it was
trouble that these phantom agitators wanted, it was
trouble they were going to get.
One teacher told me
that "our grandfathers kept them sepa rate, our fathers
kept them separate and we mean to do the same thing."
By the timp. classes were to convene the day after
Labor Day, an unruly crowd of 500 had lined Kelsey
Street leading to the steps of Sturgis High, shouting
racial epithets and eventually turning away the nine
youngsters from Boxtown as they tried to step up the
walkway toward the school entrance.
Policemen stood at
the edge of the crowd.
They said they were prepared to
protect the youngsters if they tried to enter the
school but since they never made it to the front door
and no physical harm befell them, the peace officers
chose not to intervene.
It was a classic case of no
harm, no foul.
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I followed the black youngsters back to their
shotgun houses in Boxtown, trying t~ find out.what they
intended to do next. They showed Ilttle emotlon, a
fair amount of determination and a remarkable lack of
anger.
Their parents and relatives exhibited far more
fear.
When the next morning rolled around, the crowd was
noticeably smaller but the black students were nowhere
to be seen. Word from Dunbar was that four were
enrolling there.
The crowd at the school had dispersed
by 10 o'clock that day when a car a r rived from
Frankfort, the state capital, bearing the two top
officers of the state police and the commissioner of
public safety. They had been dispatched by the
gove r nor, A.B. (Happy) Chandler, to make an ass e ssment.
Chandler was a native of these parts, from nearby
Corydon.
Those who knew Happy knew that his views on
race had been etched deeply when, as a child, he was in
the crowd that had witnessed the last public lynching
in Kentucky on the courthouse steps in Owensboro during
the 1920s. He took seriously the plight of the Negro
citizen, as evidenced by his role in breaking the color
barrier when he served as commissioner of baseball.
Sturgis and Clay were the only places in the
Commonwealth where trouble had erupted over blacks
entering white schools. One quickly sensed that the
governor viewed the situation as a challenge to his
author ity and to his reputation.
His answer wasn't long in coming. That afternoon
Governor Chandler ordered state police units into the
towns and authorized Maj. Gen. J.J.B. Williams to
activate the National Guard. The lines were drawn.
That ~igh~ Scotty, our photographer, and I spent a
res~less ~lme ln a nearby motel.
Byron Scott was an

I~dla~a plstol champion and he slept with a .38 under
hlS plllow for we sensed, and with good reason that
~he anger of the citizens was now focusing on the
lnterlopers from the Fourth Estate who were gathering
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to witness the showdown. We had come to be counted
among lithe outside agitators. II
As dawn arrived, we awakened to find that Sturgis
had been turned overnight into an armed camp. Sixtyfive state police cars ringed the high school. Seven
hundred National Guardsmen had pitched their tents
behind the school. Two tanks stood menacingly at each
corner of Kelsey Street. The community was outraged.
Cars and trucks bearing sometimes shouting, sometimes
sullen passengers streamed into the town, choking
streets leading to the school.
Some said later they
came not to cause trouble but because "it was a good
show. II
I happened to be standing next to General
Williams, a decorated tanker from Patton's army, when
the nine African-American youngsters, flanked by
Guardsmen, started up the school walk. Suddenly the
crowd tried to surge forward.
There followed a
confused period of pushing and shoving amid curses and
screams.
In the ensuing melee, I turned to see a
Guardsman pointing an M-l with fixed bayonet inches
from my chest. General Williams shouted that I was OK.
I didn't learn until many years later that those
Guardsmen, many only fuzzy-cheeked teenagers themselves
with no riot training, carried live ammunition that
morning.
But Happy Chandler's show of force worked. No
shots were fired.
Five townspeople were arrested for
disorderly conduct. And those nine young men and women
became instruments of history as they walked through
the front doors of Sturgis High School for the first
time.
It was September sixth, my 21st birthday.
As the action eventually abated around the school
and the crowds drifted away, George Hackett, a reporter
from the AP, suggested we take a drive over to Clay,
where we heard trouble was still brewing.
It turned
out that another mob had kept two black youngsters from
entering the school there that morning. We arrived to
find that my colleague, "Squeaky" Van Bussum, had been
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held a literal prisoner for most of the day with
another reporter by an angry crowd of coal miners, who
eventually chased them from town. By the time we
reached the scene, state police had arrived bu~ tempers
had hardly cooled. We decided to call our offlces but
were not permitted to get near a phone. As the.
atmosphere grew more menacing, George and I declded to
beat a hasty retreat. We jumped into his car and
headed out the highway, soon becoming aware that two
carloads from the crowd were following us. George
suggested I fp-tch a tire tool from the back seat.
I.
placed it between my legs as our only weapon.
Our eXlt
fast became a chase with speeds along the country road
now nearing 90 miles an hour. That rifleman earlier in
the date back at Sturgis High was tame stuff compared
to this heart-thumping ride. But it soon became
obvious that our pursuers only wanted to frighten, not
harm us.
They succeeded. And how!
As suddenly as the storm over school integration
in western Kentucky arose, it passed. Time magazine
termed it "the most dangerous story American newsmen
have faced since Korea." Having earned my stripes, but
thankfully no Purple Heart, I returned to my senior
year in college.
The Guardsmen hung around five more days.
Happy
Chandler was accused of political grandstanding by an
angry white citizenry but the fact remained that his
show of force worked, nobody had been injured in the
confrontation and a tragedy on the later scale of a
Kent State had been avoided.
Still the episode had a bizarre ending,
symptomatic of the unending resolution of our nation's
continuing racial conflicts.
In the following weeks,
the Kentucky attorney general ruled that the nine
students at Sturgis and two at Clay were enrolled
illegally, saying a desegregation plan had not been
worked out by the county school board. A federal judge
eventually overturned that ruling but in the meantime
the students had to forfeit their hard-earned rights
and had to return to Dunbar for another term.
It
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wasn't until a year later that they finally broke the
racial barrier for good.
Seven years after that
Sturgis High closed its doors when a new county -wide
consolidated school opened for all stude n t s . The
white - columned building at Sturgis was turne d into
apartments. Today it is empty and for sale .
As for those pioneering black stude n t s, o n ly o ne
still lives in Sturgis. She was quo t ed rec ently a s
saying, "We were all wanting a b et ter e duc at ion . I
wanted to learn how to type."
It is now four decades since the i nc i de n t at
Sturgis . Such naked defi a nc e of the law of t h e l and
would be unthinkabl e in today's United S ta tes . Af te r
the long and bloody ordeal of t h e c ivil r ight s
revolution, public access is taken for g ra n t e d. Yet
for all of our admitted progress , the st a in o f racism
remains in so many more subtle and insidiou s for ms that
one, upon reflection, is forced to ask why thi s curse
of America persists as such a legacy of our c entury.
William R. Bu r lei gh
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Christmas 1997
Christmas in Umbertide (Umbria)

Our Christmas celebration for 1997 was developing
with prospects for the culmination of a tumultuous
year. We planned a holiday season of quiet peace in
our new home becoming accustomed to the small size and
the peaceful beauty that emulated the densely wooded
location.
Brilliant sun streamed through the large
windows past the leafy oaks and Kentucky coffee trees,
and was mottled by the influence of southern magnolia
leaves. As the winter solstice drew near, deer,
squirrel, and winter birds enjoyed the space and made
preparation for winter.
Formations of geese passed
overhead in anticipation of El Nino's early arrival.
We had no such plans to travel south, or in fact,
anywhere.
Holiday events had been carefully planned to
avoid an interruption of this opportunity to
rejuvenate.
Two of our children were out of the
country, and a third planned to briefly visit bringing
good news of our first grandchild. Our daughter was in
Ecuador traveling with friends.
Our youngest son, on a
year leave of absence from Harvard Medical School, is
in Italy, where he is gathering material for a
photographic journal on western monasticism.
We were
excited about the project, as were several critical
professionals who had reviewed the photographs and were
acquainted with the boy's education and scholarly
pursuit.
His dissertation on George Hurbert, the
English ecclesiastical poet had won honors degree Magna Cum.
Thp- prestigious Palmer Dodge firm in Boston
was his agent for his book. We felt certain that the
project would be completed as crisply as he finished
opponents on the squash court.
Inwardly, I was concerned because the project had
drawn out for nearly three years, and was beginning to
have manifestations of a metaphor for his ever
deepening passion for a contemplative life. A life
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about which he wrote beautifully and captured so
breathtakingly on film.
This boy seemed unique, set
apart from the crowd. A joint degree in English
Literature and Comparative Religion, and rec ipient of
the Burr Prize for scholar-athlete were some indicators
of his ability to focus with blinding intensity. His
charisma captured family and friends. We read books
about monastic ism and visited many different sites.
Yet, we were unprepared for the facsimi le that arrived
in early December, it read:
Dear Mom and Dad:
As we approach the evening of an impor tant feast
day, Vigil of Christ the King, the liturgical year
draws to a close and we prepare to enter into a
wondrous period of the birth of Christ in us.
It
is in this mystical journey toward the light that
I share with you the news of what I hope will not
be an entirely unexpected surprise.
I have come
to the decision to be invested with the monastic
habit and officially enter the Bethlehem Order as
postulant.
I seek not to explain or justify my
decision to you now.
I offer rather the simple
call of Christ, "Come and see" (John 1:35-39).
The ceremony will take place during the days of
Christmas.
Can you come?
Surprised? Can we come? Will God provide the
grace for us to come and see, to accept this request to
give our son to God to begin a life as a brother of
Bethlehem?
The Order founded in 1950 in response to the
proclamation of the dogma of the Assumption of Mary is
a monastl~ family under the spiritual paternity of St.
Bruno. That is to say, the order follows the wise,
balanced, and intense tradition of Carthusian
monasticism.
Since its founding in 1804 by St. Bruno ,
the Carthusian tradition is the only cenobit ic form of
monastic life that continues its basic rich tradition
without reform.
The monastic life, (monos- to be
alone), has served civilization in unique ways for
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nearly two millennia.
For all these centuries,
monasteries have thrived as places where people can
seek a place of retreat to cultivate the terrain of the
soul. The tools they employ are simplicity, silence,
and prayer woven into a daily communal life that
balances ideals of labor, prayer and work, togetherness
and solitude.
In theory, anyone should be able to organize a
life of simplicity and centeredness wherever they are.
In practice, we know that it is not so. Many view
monasticism as a retreat from the world; however, those
who follow the first rule of Benedict - Listen - see
the monastic retreat as time spent synchronizing the
rhythm of one's heart with creation's most basic
motions.
There was a time, centuries ago, when the
university provided such grounding of mind and spirit,
but does it provide this opportunity today? The
monastic life nourishes not only the intellectuals but
activists, artists, craftspeople, and ordinary laborers
whose activities nourish humanity daily. Some notable
examples include: Dom Perignon, inventor of champagne;
Angelico, Italian renaissance painter; and Thomas
Merton, social activist and author. We may not think
of monasteries as centers of social change, liberating
people from immediate pressures.
Indeed, both
historically and today, monastic vocations have
provided society with some of the greatest shapers of
social forms.
In this respect monasticism is the womb
of the future.
Having given you my intellectual response to our
son's decision, you can imagine that our emotional
reaction was not so well prepared. My wife had much
more spiritual reserve and resources than I to respond
to the challenge.
I have few such reservoirs of
po~ential and, while I appreciate monastic life, being
qu~et for me,is,a rare event, which occasionally comes
between 12 m~dn~ght and 6 a.m. Although I have visited
monasteries several times, I always bring my work.
So,
the only real allowance for meditation occurs in the
absence of a cacophony of phone calls and other
interruptions.
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Sensing my need to prepare for this important
event , a dear friend invited me to join him for , a
weekend silent retreat.
Conducted in the Ignatlon
tradition, this 72 hours provided an opportunity to
confront my feelings, meditate, and emotionally prepare
for our Christmas in Umbertide where we would share the
beginning of our son's new life.
Upon return from the retreat, my wife had
completed a series of complex arrangements that
explained the circumstances of our new plans to friends
and family, procured upgrades to Rome from Delta,
secured sitters for the house and animals and packed
mementos, letters, and a few pieces of necessary
apparel.
I was still finishing last minute chores,
dictating calls and assignments when our transportation
arrived.
The flight to Rome via JFK was so pleasant
that I hardly noticed the time while preparing for the
adventure.
Soon, we arrived at Fumicino in Rome, where
we were met by Father Phillipe, one of the four priests
at Bethlehem. A French physician prior to beginning
his vocation, Phillipe has been a monk for 16 years.
He was gentle, gracious and quiet, but maneuvered the
Subaru Wagon like a Ferrari along the Super-strata,
past glimpses of Perugia, Assisi, and the Umbrian hill
villages of Gubio and Todi. One hundred fifty miles
north of Rome, we exited for the village of Umbertide,
a farm community nestled near the base of Monte Corona.
As we crossed the Tiber River, we sped past an
abandoned Abbey, Badia San Salvatore. The crypt was
built in the 9th century, the historic marker read
L'Eremo Monte Corona. The narrow paved road steep~ned
and encircled the mountain. Soon there were no more
meadows or farm houses, only forests and narrow
switchbacks that prompted Phillipe to issue cautionary
blasts of the auto's horn. The road became a single
rutted stone path lined by low pines, laurel, tall
spru~e, ~nd luxuriant cedars.
We could anticipate our
destlna~lon when a 20 foot wooden cross came into view.
Set bes~de an enormously broad cedar that enhanced the
cross, lt marked the entrance to the Monastery del
Bethleh 7m. He,turned sharply up a cobblestone road
that pOlnted dlrectly to the cloister accentuated by a
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massive sanctuary. The L'Ermeto Monte Corona was
constructed in the 16th century by the Calmodese Order .
It remained unoccupied for several decades until the
Bishop of Umbria ceded occupancy to the Bethlehem Order
with the expectation that a monastic community would b e
reestablished.
Phillipe pointed the small car up a
steep grade and ca"~ to an abrupt stop before the
.
cloister and adjacent to a single stucco cottage, wh~c h
we learned was the bishop's retreat. This hermitage o n
the border of the monastic enclosure would be our home
for this visit. We entered through a small garden
courtyard bathed by the muted afternoon sun that cast
luminous shadows on the stone, stucco walls, and the
campanile, which loomed majestically over our peaceful
repose.
Soon a meal of cheeses, pasta, bread, and greens
was spread on a table in the courtyard. Our son
arrived in the company of Fra. Patrick, prior general
of the order who welcomed us and explained the schedul e
of events. We were awed by the radiant, happy face of
our offspring, yet we carefully followed the adroit
mixture of Italian, French, and English instructions
which were patiently offered.
Our emotions reached a peak when we learned that
his investiture would occur that evening, Christmas
Eve, during vespers. The Prior was careful to explain
the nature of a monastic vocation, the quality of our
son's preparation, and the long path that he had taken
to consummate his decision. He expressed compassion
for our state of sorrowful joy. We heard his clear
words as he acknowledged appreciation for our trusting
support of our son's calling. He was explicitly
attentive to our emotional needs. When the two
brothers departed, we prepared our packages for the
f~mily celebration that was to follow vespers.
Then we
clrcled the west side of the cloister to enter the
small chapel which serves as a sanctuary while the
church is being renovated. As we climbed the hill to
enter the chapel, our steps were arrested by the
brilliant orange glow bathing the hills, forest, and
clouds as the sun cast shadows on the luminous walls o f
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the ancient cloister. At the doors of the chapel, we
were greeted by 26 voices united in Gregorian, chanting
the magnificent antiphony for Christmas day.
Today Christ is born. Today the Savior has appeared.
Today the angels sing on earth, and the archangels
rejoice. Today the just exult, saying gl o r y t o the
Lord in the highest.
Psalms, each more beautiful than we could
remember, followed until our son slipped out from his
choir stall and stood before the altar.
He was dre ssed
in several items of clothing given by fam ily members
such that he appeared more appropriately attired for a
trip to the square.
Before the approving smiles of his
new family and old parents, he was invested by the
Prior while an American brother transla te d the ritual
for our ears.
"Neal, derivative of the n a me Cornealis,
who was a Roman centurion of Caserea, and the first
pagan or gentile to be baptized Christian by Peter.
Neal, whose artistic eye has captured beauty, Neal
whose heart is marked by God, and return s God's love as
we are all called to remain forever in the presence of
God.
Today, Neal accepts the monastic habit.
He is
given the name Fra. Angelico after an early monk, the
renaissance painter of the Annuncia t ion.
Henceforth,
Fra. Angelico, like all monks, i s c all e d to constantly
be in the presence of God and commun ica t e his love for
the world."
These words brought warm tears to eyes that
witnessed the placement of a sta rk white tunic and a
scapular garment symbolic of the cross that each monk
wears to remind him of the suffering Christ.
After the ceremony, vespers concluded, we returned
to our hermitage to await the arrival of Fra. Angelico
who soon appeared filling the narrow portal with his
lanky frame clothed in white denim that created a
starchy crackle with every movement.
We exchanged Monk
knocks, but long embraces and more tears followed.
We
shared our last meal together as we learned more about
the discipline of Carthusian life, which includes
taking meals in solitude, silence.
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This visit was indeed a special blessing. We
exchanged gifts including letters from family and
friends, white underwear and socks to wear beneath the
Monk's garb to blunt the wintery blasts in cells heate d
by a single wood burning stove. The gifts we received
were more original and meaningful.
For mother, there
was a recent translation of the new testament.
His
last gift to his mother was a recording of his precious
vnice chanting the divine hours, a treasure for her
ears only.
For me, a request to distribute his
clothing and other belongings to siblings, friends, a nd
the needy.
Then he told a gentle story about his new
skill, making pottery, a part of his own monastic
labor. After working with clay, he scrubs his hands
and thinks of me in preparation for surgery.
To
reinforce this symbolism, he composed A Surgeon's
prayer.
A Surgeon's Prayer
0, Lord, healer of body and mind, into your hands
I commend my hands, for from you they came.
To you, healer of heart, I entrust the hope
of those whose trust lies in me;
for from you alone the springs of compassion flo w.
It is you, mighty God, the Creator and the
Redeemerthough oft' I am tempted to take your place.
0, Come and Be what you Are todaylet your goodness and mercy through me shine.
As I wield in my hands instruments of cunning and
power grant that I might always abide
in the Truth that it is you hold me'
You, the fountain of being in whom all things
reside.
He asked me to visit his cell and share in the
pruning of the gardens, splitting wood, and
instructions for planting seeds in the private plot.
Later this day, we visited his monastic cell,
which consisted of a walled garden, a small cottage of
three rooms for sleeping, study, and prayer. We
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chopped wood for the tiny stove that warmed the
structure and imported a woody smell to our clothing.
Afterward, we toured the Atelier, the extensive series
of workrooms where the brothers created artistic works
of clay.
My son's work site consisted of forming the
basic pottery construction, yet he was excited to
demonstrate the p reparation of the clay and the steps
that create an original piece of pottery.
Later, we
toured the finishing rooms where a display documented
the creative talents of some master craftsmen of the
order.
The hour is now late in monastic time.
The
campanile tones, the beginning of compline, evening
prayer.
We stepped out into the cool night air, where
our senses were captured by the sharp bells that pealed
as if God were speaking.
The sky was ablaze with a
million galaxies, which seem to join the angelic voices
in tune with Bach's timeless words "Oh wondrous birth,
Oh wondrous child of the virgin undefiled, though by
all the world disowned still be in heaven enthroned".
The melodic baritone voices of the brothers
continued through the night as a constant vigil to
welcome the mysterious gift. As the warmth of their
prayers bathed our souls, we were thankful for the
unique opportunity to share one of our most precious
gifts of love with our creator, and praise him for
making Christmas in Umbertide and throughout the world
a wonder that will never lose its glory.
John M. Tew, Jr., M.D.

4

A Suitable Hero

The place was New York City, in a nondescript
office in an obscure building in the Wall Street area.
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The year was 1953. The Korean conflict was raging
and I, (age 22 years seven months), was a recent
recipient of a graduate degree from Columbia university
and a newly inducted member of the Armed Forces of the
United States. After ten months of unusual training I
was in possession of freshly minted credentials
identifying me as a Special Agent, Counter-Intelligence
Corps, u.S. Army.
The present event was the occasion of my reporting
for duty, having been assigned to return to my home
city. Why? An important espionage case had just been
activated requiring the services of a youngish Agentfamiliar with the New York area. Objectively, on those
two criteria I was 100% qualified. Beyond that, using
metaphors not then likely recognizable, I might
charitably have described my perceived competence level
for the task at hand at about 10% James Bond and 90%
Woody Allen.
I entered what appeared to me to be much like a
real - estate office.
.with many shop - worn desks,
telephones ringing, people leafing through files.
However, the business of these Agents was involved wit h
treason, sedition, subversive activity, espionage, and
sabotage. All the field operatives were male (most
between the ages of twenty five to fifty) all in
civilian garb. A few elderstatesmen occupied spartan
window offices.
At a desk near the door was the only true regular
Army type.
.a slightly beefy Sergeant, who quickly
made it quite clear that he disliked the disorder, the
casualness, the non-standard environment and general
disrespectful attitudes and behavior of his comradesin - arms.
I was sure, that if the regulations and
fashion had allowed he would have affixed his Master
Sergeant chevrons to the sleeves of his Harris Tweed
sports coat.
"Sign, this, this, this and this, and this one in
two places. And they want you to start tomorrow. ah
yeah, you'll be driving unmarked government cars in the
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city so you have to take an Army Driving test .
. you'll report for that exam tomorrow at 9 AM on
Governor's Island . . . got it?"
"Got it sergeant," I
replied.
"One thing though," I stated tentatively, "If
I have to report on assignment tomorrow afternoon I'll
need a few hours today to take care of some personal
details. OK?"
"Yeah, yeah, he barked, "But remember ,
.Governor's Island.
.just show your
9 AM tomorrow.
credentials."
The "Details" I had in mind related to the fact
that I had never learned to drive; having had no
automobile available to me.
I was born and raised in
inner-city Brooklyn. All of my schools, through
graduate school were easily reachable by subway. My
parents had no daily need for an auto.
It was a
simpler and less affluent time.
Being a resourceful Agent I reached for the Yellow
Pages. Virtually every such compendium had among its
first listings one such as the AAAAAA Driving School .
. or a similar name with as many A's as it might take to
appear among the first five entries.
I chose the less
flamboyant, and more conservative sounding AA Driving
School.
"AA Driving school" I conf irmed in my phone call.
"Yes," came the reassuring reply.
"About how many
hours of training do you recommend for a new driver?" I
asked hesitantly.
"Twelve at a minimum-sometimes
people need more," came the answer .
"Can someone learn
in six hours?" I inquired, hopefully.
"It's possible .
. . if you know something about driving . . . but if you
have to drive and park in Manhattan I'd go for 12."
"It's important that I get started . . . 1 need an
opening today!"
I stated in a command voice.
"Today,
today.
.it's already 2 PM. How about tomo rrow.
.9
AM," he countered.
"No, no.
.1 have to be somewhere
else at 9 tomorrow morning.
.it has to be today . .
. in fact now.
.and to make it worth your while I'll
do six hours straight," I proposed. A long pause
followed.
"Six hours straight.
.never hear of that .
. You sure you want to do this buddy?" he asked,
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almost with a sense of genuine concern.
But, quickly
economic opportunity prevailed.
"It's got to be cash
upfront.
.in advance.
.got it?
.Gotta re-juggle
my sheets.
.this isn't so easy."
"No, it isn't," I
mused thoughtfully.
I will spare you the trials and agony of the next
six hours . . . the humbling experience of being
corrected, it seemed, about every 15 seconds, by an
increasingly nervous and frustrated instructor.
.ever
more fearful of the possibility of real danger to his
own life, limb, and vehicle. All the while my motor
neurons strove to make the right synaptic connections
amid unforgiving New York traffic and drivers.
.whu
eagerly extended to me their personal greetings with
the middle finger of their left hands while mouthing
colorful expletives.
. mostly starting with the lette r

"F".

The next morning found me disembarking from a
ferry, after a short blustery ride from lower Manhattan
to Governor's Island.
.a tiny dot of land in New York
harbor with a magnificent view of the towers of Wall
S t reet, and the nearby Statue of Liberty.
True to its
300 year heritage as a strategic fortress-first under
the Dutch and then British flags-it was, in 1953,
headquarters of the U.S. Army in the Northeast.
The
island had a surprisingly gentle, almost rural aspect .
. 19th century clapboard buildings, the remnants of
old fortifications, and some low, wooden barracks.
Beneath this bucolic surface were a number of
underground installations, including a room where, six
months later, I would spend a remarkable all night
vigil, "baby-sitting the red phone" . . . the instrument
which would ring for only one purpose - to alert the
Fi~st Army headquarters of a pending Atomic attack!
Th~s was 1953 . . . arguably the height of the Cold war .
. when telephones were still considered semi-high
technology.
However, the focus of my immediate interest was
the small Motor Pool area available to supply vehicles
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for this tiny island with its narrow perimeter road.
There were no guard railings.
.just a drop into bay
if you were not paying attention.
.or, more likely in
my case, steering ineptly.
"Well Sir," said the Motor pool Sergeant, "I'm
afraid I don't have any cars available.
.just a
couple of trucks . . . by the way can you double clutch?"
"No . . . 1 haven't recently," I stated truthfully;
suddenly aware that, ironically, I was clutching, with
both hands, the edge of the Sergeant's grimy desk.
"Piece of cake.
. I'll show you.
. jump in," he
chirped, pointing to, what seemed to me, an enormous,
looming, Khaki-colored mound of steely, lifethreatening menace.
Lurch, grind, stall, bump, veer, chatter, buck,
honk, rattle, are some of the descriptors that might be
included in a pale account of my circumlocution of this
historic island. More to the point, however, was the
surprisingly supportive attitude of the good Sergeant,
who grasped, increasingly tightly, available hand rails
with his knuckles showing a trace of white. At a brief
pause in our harrowing journey he asked, with
convincing honesty, "Sir, is it really important that
you drive?"
I answered gravely, "It's a matter of
national security."
"Well, in that case . . . for God's
sake.
.be careful," he admonished, with almost
fatherly concern. He signed the requisite form, handed
it to me . . . and never looking back walked away with
his head shaking, muttering words I could not make out
clearly.
.but, I was quite sure that his first word
started with the now distressingly familiar letter "F".
The next morning I reported, produced the signed
license, after which I was instructed on the subject of
carrying a concealed weapon in an urban environmental.
A nearby safe was opened and the Sergeant handed me a
shiny leather shoulder holster housing a snub - nosed 38
caliber revolved carrying the brand name, "Colt
Commando".
I strapped on the holster, and proceeded to
perform a couple of practice quick draws ending with
the now familiar crouching stance with two hands firmly
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gripping and pointing the menacing weapon . . Satis~ied
with my macho performance, I replaced the.pl~tol lnto
the holster and proceeded to button ~y ~ult Jacket . .
. or at least I tried to button my SUlt Jacket .
Remember, the year was 1953, actually the last
time the classic gray flannel Brooks ~rothers-t~e
three button suit was in general fashlon.
The slmple _
fact is that under a fully buttoned, narrow-shoulderea
and contoured three button suit jacket, one could
almost read the serial numbers of a bulky weapon
clearly outlined through the stressed fabric.
The CO I L
Commando had the kind of heft one might find in a
classic six-shooter-only this one had a shortened
barrel.
Clearly, Army ordinance requirements, and the
concept of weapon concealment under civilian clothing ,
were clearly issues never considered as being possibl y
related.
Some days later, after observing my peers and
hearing their grumbles about our non-concealed weapons ,
I decided to write a semi - humorous note to the Colone l
in charge of our detachment-which read, in substance,
as follows:
SUBJECT:

Weapon Concealment Under Civilian Clothes

As a quite new member of this organization, I
frankly hesitate to offer operational suggestions.
However, it is my observation that the Colt Commando
nestled in a shoulder holster under a civilian suit, i ~
general fashion today, hardly qualifies as a "conceal e d
weapon".
Inasmuch as we are, on occasion, required t o
mingle, without special note of our presence, among t h e
general population of the city, there would be an
advantage to have available for those circumstances a
weapon less bulky, and therefore, more likely to be
truly concealed.
I realize that even if the above observation was
deemed essentially correct, it might be difficult,
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given its subjective nature, to convince others in the
Army establishment of a need to change, much less to
authorize, a different weapon choice.
There is, however, another simpler alternative,
possibly achievable at your personal discretion.
If
the Army cannot supply us with a more suitable
"concealed" weapon; then perhaps it might provide an
increased clothing allowance to allow us to purchase
new suits that will properly conceal the weapon
currently available.
Respectfully submitted,
I must admit that from the moment I sent the memo
. especially
I felt it was likely a very bad idea.
after hearing the opinions of my peers. Afterall, just
how much a sense of humor might I expect from
individuals in the Army.
.especially those in command
with whom I had only passing contact. Yes, this was a
non-traditional group of people, quite removed from the
ordinary military strictures. We were allowed a fair
degree of "creativity" in our work performance. But, I
was new, young and essentially inexperienced. Did I
really want a reputation as a "smart-ass"?
The answer came surprisingly quickly-although not
directly to me. About two weeks later, as I entered
the office, a group of my fellow Agents point me to a
notice on the bulletin board.
It stated that each
field Agent was being allotted an additional $200
civilian clothing allowance.
.an extraordinary sum of
money in those ancient days of two digit monthly
paychecks. The note provide no reason for this
remarkable generosity.
As I turned around, my fellow Agents, to a man,
were standing, directing polite applause in my
direction.
At that moment, in a small way, I sensed what it
might feel like to be a minor hero; to have achieved a
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difficult objective, of benefit to others, against
daunting odds, in the presence of some degree of
personal danger. Of course, as a member of a secretive
organization, I would never expect that a suitable
medal would be pinned to the breast pocket of my suit
jacket under any circumstance. But, then again, if
there ever was a serious such event and ceremony, I
took comfort in the knowledge that at least, I would
have a suitable look.
(to be continued)
Norman A. Levy
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Exotic names and faraway places often come to our
attention through wars and crises, especially when
American forces are involved. One Lhinks of Pusan, My
Lai, and Mogadishu, to name but a few.
But a crisis
need not involve American military to dominate the news
and introduce a host of unfamiliar names. A good
example is Chechnya. Today most Americans recognize
the names and perhaps even that of its decimated
capital, Grozny, although few would have known either
before December 1994. Far fewer, I think, would be
able to locate Chechnya on a map and only a handful
would know anything about the Chechens themselves.
Understandably, Russians are better at geography
in their part of the world than we are.
They know
exactly where Chechnya is more than a thousand miles
south of Moscow, and can pinpoint the location of
Grozny. Attitudes and understanding, however, are

